Abstract
Introduction
Content-based publish/subscribe systems provide an effective means to selectively and asynchronously disseminate information generated by data publishers to a large number of data subscribers who have preregistered their interests in specific information to some content-based router (or message broker) using some subscription language. Research on pub/sub systems has produced many interesting work, including efficient subscription matching algorithms (e.g., [16, 4] ), subscription summarization/aggregation algorithms to reduce matching complexity and routing overhead (e.g., [6, 17, 13] ), and novel pub/sub architectures to improve performance or adapt to network topological re- * Supported in part by NUS grant R252-000-237-112.
configurations (e.g., [8, 14, 19] ). The majority of existing pub/sub systems have typically relied on simple subscription specifications, such as keyword or "bag of words" matching, or simple comparison predicate on attribute values (e.g., Gryphon [16] , Siena [5] ).
The emergence of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as a standard for information exchange on the Internet has led to an increased interest in using more expressive subscription/filtering mechanisms that exploit both the structure and the content of published XML documents. In particular, the XPath language has been adopted as a filter-specification language by a number of XML data dissemination systems [23, 9] . Due to the more expressive and complex XPath-based subscriptions, matching XML documents against such subscriptions becomes a more challenging problem, and several sophisticated algorithms have been developed to address this issue (e.g., [9, 23] ).
In this paper, we address the problem of matching XPath-based subscriptions on fragmented XML data, where the published XML data is being disseminated in terms of a collection of disjoint fragments. There are several motivations for fragmenting XML data [1, 11, 15, 12, 21] . With the popularity of employing resource-constrained mobile devices for accessing and monitoring data, there is a need for memory-efficient techniques to process queries on fragmented data. Furthermore, applications involving sensor devices typically also collect and process data in fragments. Disseminating XML data in fragments also facilitates updated data to be efficiently propagated without resending the entire document. The size of the collection of queries being matched can vary depending on the application context. A small-scale deployment can arise in specialized monitoring applications that run on mobile devices, while a large-scale scenario can arise in middleware-based applications that disseminate data to a large number of different users based on their subscriptions. While the first scenario necessarily requires the data to be fragmented for it to be processed by resource-limited devices, the second scenario can also benefit from using fragmented data as this can enable more opportunities for query optimization by exploiting the structural relationships among the fragments to minimize unnecessary and redundant processing.
While there has been some research that address general query processing issues on fragmented data [21] , we are not aware of any work that examines the problem of matching boolean XPath queries on fragmented XML data. The more specialized nature of processing boolean queries on fragmented XML data opens up new opportunities for query optimization and processing. Specifically, the challenge is how to efficiently and effectively schedule and optimize the processing of the fragments so as to "short-circuit" the query evaluation as early or as much as possible by determining the evaluation result with minimal unnecessary/redundant fragment evaluations. To the best of our knowledge, our work represents the first comprehensive approach to schedule and optimize the evaluation of boolean XPath queries on fragmented XML data.
Our experimental results (using both synthetic and real-life datasets) not only show that our fragmented approaches significantly outperformed the traditional non-fragmented approach, but it also reveals interesting performance tradeoffs of our proposed techniques.
Preliminaries
We focus on a commonly used subclass of XPath queries called tree pattern (or twig) queries that essentially supports only XPath's / and // location steps with AND-predicates. A tree pattern query is represented by an unordered rooted tree, where each node is labeled with an element name or a wildcard that is prefixed by either "/" (for a child-step) or "//" (for a descendant-step).
Given a query q and an XML document d, a matching of q in d is identified by a mapping from the nodes in q to the nodes in d such that both the following conditions are satisfied: (1) each mapped data node d i matches its corresponding query node q i (i.e., either d i and q i have the same element tag or q i is "*"); and (2) the structural relationships between query nodes are satisfied by their corresponding mapped data nodes. Thus, we say that q matches d if there exists at least one matching of q in d; otherwise, q does not match d.
Consider a node t i in a (query or data) tree T . We define the prefix of t i , denoted by pref ix(t i ), to be the path of nodes from the root node of T to t i (inclusive). We define the minimum (maximum) height of t i , denoted by minHt(t i ) (maxHt(t i )), to be the length of the shortest (longest) path from t i to one of its descendant leaf nodes in T . Given a query node q j and a data node d i , we can view pref ix(q j ) and pref ix(d i ) as a query tree and a data tree, respectively, and define the matching of pref ix(q j ) in pref ix(d i ) similarly.
When the data nodes in an XML document d are partitioned into fragments, finding a matching of a query q becomes more complex and requires seeking matchings of different subqueries of q among the fragments. Given a query node q i in q, we define the subquery rooted at q i , denoted by subquery(q i ), to be the query subtree rooted at q i . 
Our Approach
In this section, we present our approach of processing boolean XPath queries on fragmented XML data.
XML Fragmentation Model
Our work assumes a very general data fragmentation model, where an XML document is partitioned into a collection of fragments such that the fragments are (1) disjoint (i.e., each document node belongs to exactly one fragment); (2) acyclic (i.e., whenever a fragment f i contains some data node that is an ancestor of some data node in another fragment f j , then f j can not also contain a data node that is an ancestor of some data node in f i ); and (3) complete (i.e., the original nonfragmented document can be reconstructed from the collection of fragments).
Property (1) is motivated by space-efficiency to avoid node duplication. Property (2) specifies a desirable property to ensure that document nodes are contiguous in the sense that if node x is an ancestor of node y and they both are stored in the same fragment, then all the nodes along the path from x to y should also belong to that fragment. Property (3) is a necessary condition for correctness. These three properties are rather simple and reasonable requirements in our fragmentation model; and they are indeed satisfied by various strategies that have been proposed for fragmenting XML data [22, 18] . In general, a fragment can consist of a forest of subtrees of nodes (e.g., f 1 in Fig. 1 (a) contains two subtrees rooted at nodes f and e). Furthermore, a subtree in a fragment does not necessarily correspond to a complete subtree in the XML document (e.g., the subtree rooted at node b in f 2 in Fig. 1 (a) is partitioned between fragments f 1 and f 2 ). In order to guarantee Property (3), it is necessary to maintain some additional header information for each fragment to enable the fragments to be "stitched" together to reconstruct the original XML document. In addition to ensuring completeness, note that the header information associated with the fragments can also be exploited for query processing as it actually provides some partial structural information about the fragments and their relationships.
Fragment Header Information
In this section, we present two annotation schemes for representing fragment header information, namely, Prefix and Prefix+Level. These schemes have different space-performance tradeoffs.
Prefix Annotation. The first method stores information about the path leading to the root node of each subtree in a fragment. Specifically, each fragment is associated with the following header information: (1) a unique identifier for the fragment; and (2) for each subtree (rooted at a data node d i ) in the fragment, its prefix given by pref ix(d i ). For example, the header information for f 3 in Fig. 1(a) is the tu-
For convenience, we have used positional predicates in pref ix(d j ) to distinguish among distinct data paths that share the same sequence of element tag names; other means of achieving this purpose (e.g., assigning each node with a unique nodeID attribute value) can be used as well. This scheme is similar to the idea in [3] .
Prefix+Level Annotation. The second method is a simple extension of Prefix that additionally records maxHt(r) for each subtree rooted at node r in a fragment. For example, the header information for f 3 in Fig. 1 
. As we shall explain in Section 3.4, the additional precomputed information turns out to be very effective in improving query evaluation as it can avoid unnecessary computations.
Overview of Processing XML Fragments
Our approach of processing boolean XPath queries on fragmented XML data consists of three main steps.
Identify fragment-subqueries. The first step
is to use the collection of fragment header information to identify for each fragment f i and each query q, what are the relevant subqueries of q that can possibly match in f i . We say that f i is relevant for a query node q j in q (or q j is relevant for f i ) if f i contains some subtree that could potentially match subquery(q j ). The goal is to minimize the number of relevant subqueries to be processed for each fragment. 2. Schedule fragment evaluations. The second step is to determine an order in which to process the fragments. The goal is to "short-circuit" the fragment-subquery evaluations as early or as much as possible. 3. Evaluate subqueries on fragments. The third step deals with how to efficiently optimize and process the set of relevant subqueries on each fragment.
Identifying Fragment-Subqueries
In this section, we describe how relevant fragmentsubqueries are identified for the two types of fragment header information. For each query q, we use R q to denote the set of relevant fragment-subquery pairs; i.e., (f i , q j ) ∈ R q iff q j is a query node in q that is relevant for f i . Prefix Annotation. In this scheme, (f i , q j ) ∈ R q if there exists a subtree rooted at node
However, when q j is a descendantstep, the relevance checking needs to be more elaborate. For example, although pref ix(//m) does not match pref ix(b) in f 2 (in Fig. 1) , it is incorrect to conclude that there can not be a matching of subquery(//m) in f 2 . Indeed, pref ix(//m), which is given by /a//m, is equivalent to (/a/m ∪ /a//*//m); and it is clear that /a// * matches pref ix(b) in f 2 . To correctly capture the two possible cases of relevance matching, we define the extended prefix of a query node q j , denoted by epref ix(q j ), as follows:
i fqj is a child-step, pref ix(qk)// * if qj is a descendant-step with parent node qk, // * otherwise.
Prefix+Level Annotation. With the additional maximum height information, the Prefix+Level annotation scheme provides a more precise definition of relevance. Specifically, (f i , q j ) ∈ R q iff there exists some subtree rooted at node
Example 3.1 Consider again the fragment f 2 and query q in Fig. 1 . With the Prefix annotation, f 2 is relevant for both query nodes /b and //m. However, with the Prefix+Level annotation, f 2 is relevant only for query node /b. The reason that f 2 is not relevant for //m is because maxHt(b) = 2 which is less than minHt(q m ) = 3. Fig. 1(c) shows all the relevant fragment-subquery pairs for query q in Fig. 1(b) under both Prefix and Prefix+Level annotations.
Scheduling Fragment Evaluations
To optimize the processing of the fragments, it is important to schedule the fragment evaluations so as to minimize the processing of unnecessary fragments (i.e., fragments whose evaluations could be skipped without affecting the query's result). In this section, we present five policies for scheduling fragment evaluations: the first two are the simplest and are queryindependent, while the remaining three are querydependent. For simplicity, our presentation on querydependent policies assumes a single query; we briefly discuss the extensions for scheduling multiple queries in Section 3.7.1.
Topological Scheduling, T. This policy evaluates a fragment f i before another fragment f j if some node in f i has an edge pointing to some node in f j .
Reverse-Topological Scheduling, R. This is the reverse of topological scheduling, where fragment f i is evaluated before fragment f j if some node in f j has an edge pointing to some node in f i .
Most-Specific Scheduling, S. The intuition for this policy is that a fragment f i is more likely to contain some query node matching than another fragment f j if f i 's prefix is more "specific" than f j 's prefix in terms of matching some query node's prefix. This is captured by the specificity of a fragment f i , denoted by s(f i ), which is given by s(f i ) = max (fi,qj )∈Rq {|pref ix(q j )|}, where |pref ix(q j )| denote the number of non-wildcard steps in pref ix(q j ). A fragment with a larger specificity value is processed earlier.
Maximal-Matching Scheduling, M. The intuition for this policy is that a fragment that contains more relevant subtrees has a higher chance of producing a matching.
This notion is captured by the maximal-matching metric of a fragment
Fragments are processed in non-increasing maximal-matching values.
Most-Critical Scheduling, C. This policy is optimized for non-matching queries by trying to process earlier "critical" query nodes that can be potentially matched only in very few fragments. Let F (q j ) denote the set of fragments that can potentially contain a matching for query node q j ; and let Q(f i ) denote the set of query nodes that can potentially be matched in fragment f i . A query node q j is defined to be critical if |F (q j )| ≤ |F (q k )| for each query node q k in q. A fragment f i is defined to be critical if there exists some critical query node in Q(f i ). We define the criticality of a critical fragment f i , denoted by c(f i ), as follows:
Then, critical fragments are processed before non-critical ones; and critical fragments are processed in non-descending order of their criticality values. 
For policy S, the processing of f 2 , which has the smallest specificity and is scheduled as the last fragment, can be skipped since a matching of q is found from processing the other fragments. For policy M , the or-der of evaluating the fragments is arbitrary due to their equal maximal-matching values. To illustrate policy C, we replace the query node //i in q with //j so that q becomes a non-matching query. The order of the criticality values of the 6 relevant fragments is f 1 = f 2 < f 5 = f 6 < f 3 = f 4 . After processing f 1 and f 2 , we know that //j has not been matched. Since none of the remaining fragments are relevant for //j, we can conclude that there is no matching of q without evaluating the remaining fragments.
Evaluating Subqueries on Fragments
The processing of a data fragment entails the simultaneous matching of the set of subqueries relevant for that fragment. This requires the detection and maintenance of various matching data nodes as the data nodes in a fragment are parsed and processed. The matching of subqueries in fragments involves two challenges. Firstly, since the data subtrees in a fragment are not necessarily complete as different parts of a subtree might be distributed over several fragments, the matching algorithm for fragments needs to be generalized to handle partial matchings of subqueries. Secondly, since the fragments are not necessarily evaluated in a "contiguous" manner, the presence of partial matchings in various fragments need to be maintained to enable the partial matchings to be combined to detect complete matchings.
We have extended an existing approach for matching multiple queries, XTrie [9] , to handle both these requirements. The modified algorithm is able to process multiple subqueries on fragments, and it returns both the matched subqueries as well as the matched portions of partially matched subqueries. To enable partial matchings to be combined to form complete matchings, a subquery matching at query node q i is propagated to its closest branching ancestor node, say q j , to facilitate the detection of a subquery matching at q j when more subquery matchings are detected for the various child subtrees of q j . The details of these extensions are described elsewhere [10] . Although our implementation is based on XTrie, we should emphasize that our proposed approach for processing fragmented data is orthogonal to the specific matching algorithm. Fig. 1 and assume that Prefix+Level annotation is used. Suppose f 4 is first processed with the relevant subquery subquery(/c). Since there is no complete matching of subquery(/c) in f 4 , the algorithm returns the partial matching /c/s/y, which means that subquery(/s) is matched. If the next fragment to be processed is f 3 , then this will result in subquery(/k) being matched. From these two subquery matchings on different fragments, the algorithm detects a complete matching of subquery(/c).
Example 3.3 Consider the document d and query q in

Discussions
Scheduling Multiple Queries
In this section, we briefly discuss the additional extensions required to schedule and process multiple queries on fragmented XML data. Firstly, the identification of relevant subqueries (among different queries) for each fragment can be processed efficiently by exploiting any common prefixes among the set of subqueries to avoid unnnecessary processing overhead. Secondly, for the query-dependent fragment scheduling policies, the scheduling metric value needs to be generalized to consider the subqueries from all queries. As an example, the specificity value of each fragment should be the sum of the specificity values for all relevant queries.
Scheduling Window Size
Our basic approach presented in Section 3.3 implicitly assumes that all fragments are available for scheduling and evaluation. However, since it may not be practical to wait for the arrival of all the fragments of a document before processing, the approach can be generalized to process fragments in batches, where every batch of say w fragments is scheduled and evaluated. We refer to w as the scheduling window size. The tradeoff of varying this parameter is explored in Section 6.
Dynamic Optimizations
In this section, we present two novel optimizations to further speed up the evaluation of twig queries on fragmented XML data By utilizing dynamic information derived from the processed fragments, certain yetto-be-processed fragment-subquery evaluations can be eliminated without affecting correctness.
Eliminating Redundant Evaluations.
This optimization is based on using the existence of some matching in a processed fragment to eliminate certain relevant subquery evaluations in yet-to-be-processed fragments. Specifically, suppose there is a matching of subquery(q i ), where q j is the nearest ancestor branching node of q i , such that q j is matched to a data node d j . Then, the evaluation of subquery(q k ), where q k is a descendant of q i (or q i itself), in a yet-to-be-evaluated fragment is considered redundant if this matching requires q j (which is in the prefix of q k ) to be matched to d j .
Eliminating Unnecessary Evaluations.
This optimization is based on using the absence of some matching in a processed fragment to eliminate certain relevant subquery evaluations in yet-to-be-processed fragments. Specifically, consider a node q i in a query q which matches a node d i in a document D. If there exists a descendant query node q j of q i in q such that there is no matching of subquery(q j ) in the subtree rooted at d i , then it follows that there will no matching of subquery(q i ) at d i . Therefore, for each descendant query node q k of q i , the evaluation of subquery subquery(q k ) in a fragment f k is considered unnecessary if every subtree in f k is a subtree of d i .
Example 4.1 Consider the fragmented document d and query q in Fig. 1 . After processing f 1 , the evaluation of subquery(/f ) in f 2 becomes redundant since there is already a complete matching of subquery(/f ) in f 1 at the same data node b in f 2 . After processing f 6 , the evaluation of subquery(/k) in f 5 becomes unnecessary since (1) there is no matching of subquery(/s) in f 6 and (2) there are no other descendant fragments of f 6 (besides f 5 ) that could potentially provide a matching of subquery(/s). Thus, even if there is a matching of subquery(/k) in f 5 , this will not yield a complete matching of subquery(/c).
Related Work
Work on XML-based pub/sub systems have focused mainly on the dissemination of non-fragmented data (e.g., [23, 9] ). There is also some research on query processing on fragmented XML data in distributed or P2P environments [11, 7, 3] , but the emphasis there is on optimizing query evaluations at different sites, which is different from our work where queries are evaluated at one place.
The work on XFrag [21] examines processing XQuery queries on streamed fragmented XML data based on the hole-filler model. The focus there is on a pipelined execution framework, where the processing of an operator can be suspended while waiting for a missing fragment to arrive. In contrast, our work is on processing multiple boolean twig queries on fragmented XML data. Our proposed optimization techniques exploit the nature of boolean queries to maximize shortcircuiting of subquery evaluations and eliminating redundant and unnecessary subquery evaluations.
Another related interesting direction is Active XML [20] , where XML documents are embedded with service
Parameter Possible Values
Header annotation, A P(Prefix), PL(Prefix+Level) Scheduling policy, y R, T, S, M, C (refer to Section 3.5) Dynamic optimization, x + (redundant), − (unnecessary) calls to generate additional data during query processing, which can be considered as an alternative fragmentation model that is suitable for pull-based web-service applications.
Performance Study
We have conducted a comprehensive performance study using both synthetic (XMark [2] ) and real-life (DBLP) datasets. Due to space constraint, we show only our results for XMark data (denoted by D XMark ); more results are given elsewhere [10] .
Experimental Testbed
Data Sets. The default document size used for D XMark is 15MB (using a scale factor of 0.1). Documents were fragmented using Natix's algorithm [22] which controls the number of data nodes per fragment using a threshold t. By setting t to 5000, we obtained 34 fragments for D XMark . Note that the total size of fragment header information is no more than 1% of the non-fragmented document. Queries. We constructed eight XPath queries for D XMark (Q 1 to Q 4 are matching queries, and Q − 5 to Q − 8 are non-matching queries) which vary in complexity from single-path queries to tree-pattern queries; details are given elsewhere [10] . In addition, random queries were generated using YFilter's XPath generator [24] for the experiments shown in Figs.2(e) and (f). Algorithms. We compared the non-fragmented approach (denoted by NF) against our proposed approach (denoted by A x y ), where the meanings and values for the parameters A, x, and y are given in Table 1 . For example, P L +,− S represents our fragmented approach based on the Prefix+Level annotation scheme and the most-specific scheduling policy, with both dynamic optimizations applied. The default scheduling window size used is w = ∞ (i.e., scheduling is done with all fragments available).
Our performance metric is the total query processing time (in ms) which includes the time to parse the document fragments and matching them against the queries. Our experiments were conducted on a 3 GHz 
Figure 2. Experimental Results on D XMark
Intel Pentium IV machine with 1 GB of main memory running Windows XP; and all algorithms were implemented using C++.
Experimental Results
Fragmented vs. Non-fragmented Approaches. Fig. 2 (a) compares NF against P R and P L R for various queries on D XMark ; we showed the results for policy R because other scheduling policies generally perform at least as well as policy R. Our results show that P R and P L R generally outperformed NF; in particular, for Q 2 , P L R reduces the processing time of NF by 95%. The performance improvement is due to the fact that the fragmented approaches are able to process the fragments selectively based on relevant information. Even for the case when each fragment is relevant, the performance of P R is still competitive with NF, which means that the time incurred for processing header information is minimal. We also observe that P L R is consistently more efficient than P R since Prefix+Level annotation is able to exploit the additional maxHt() information to prune off more non-relevant fragments. In particular, the improvement of P L R over P R is more significant for D DBLP than D XMark because D DBLP is shallower than D XMark which increases the opportunities for maxHt()-based pruning.
Given that Prefix+Level-based algorithms outperformed Prefix-based methods, we will not show Prefix-based methods in subsequent experimental graphs.
Comparison of Scheduling Policies. Fig. 2(b) compares the five different scheduling policies (i.e., R, T, M, S, C) for various queries on D XMark . The results show that S is generally the most competitive for matching queries (except for Q 4 ); while C is generally the best policy for non-matching queries. The reason for the relatively weaker performance of policy S for Q 4 is that many redundant evaluations with high specificities for the two most specific branches in Q 4 delay the matching of the remaining branch. However, as shown later, when the redundant elimination optimization is also applied, P L + S outperforms the other policies for Q 4 .
Effect of Dynamic Optimizations. Fig. 2(c) considers the impact of the dynamic optimizations on scheduling policy S. We observe that for tree-pattern queries (e.g., Q 3 , Q 4 , Q − 6 , and Q − 8 ), dynamic optimizations is effective to eliminate redundant/unnecessary evaluations. Our results also reveal that the unnecessary evaluation optimization is less effective than the redundant evaluation optimization due to the fact that the D XMark data provides more opportunities for eliminating redundant evaluations. Our results with other scheduling policies (not shown) exhibit similar trends.
However, eliminating redundant evaluations achieves the best improvement for policy S. This is because policy S is likely to find matchings earlier which increases the chance to eliminate redundant evaluations. We also observe that combining both optimizations achieves the best performance. Fig. 2(d) Fig. 2(e) demonstrates the effect of varying the number of queries from 10 to 80. The y-axis measures the average processing time over all the queries. The numbers indicated above the bars represent the time (in ms) to process the fragment header annotations. As expected, the processing time increases with the number of queries being processed. Note that the improvement of the fragmented approaches over NF diminishes as the number of queries increases since more fragments are likely to be relevant with more queries.
Effect of Number of Queries
However, even when the number of queries is large, P L +,− S and P L +,− C still outperform NF; this is due to their effectiveness in shortcircuiting subquery evaluations and eliminating redundant/unnecessary evaluations. Fig. 2(f) shows the effect of varying the scheduling window size, w ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, ∞} using policy S; similar trends are observed for other scheduling policies. We also vary the time delay t for w fragments to arrive to begin each batch of scheduling and processing. Here, t is measured in terms of the percentage of time to parse one fragment, with t ∈ {0, 10, 20, 40}. As expected, the query processing time generally improves as w increases since scheduling and processing a larger batch of fragments enables more effective optimization. Moreover, as the delay t increases from 0% to 20%, the improvement from a larger w diminishes due to more time spent waiting for the fragments. However, when the delay becomes sufficiently large with t = 40%, the performance for w = ∞ is actually worse than that for w = 1. This is because the benefit of processing a larger batch of fragments is offset by long delay for the fragments to arrive.
Effect of Scheduling Window Size and Transmission Delay
Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided the first comprehensive study on processing XPath boolean queries directly on fragmented XML documents without reconstructing the original documents. Our experimental results based on both synthetic and real-life datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our processing and optimization strategies with a performance improvement of up to a factor of 20 over the conventional approach of processing non-fragmented documents. Among the various fragment header annotation schemes, scheduling policies, and evaluation optimizations that we considered, the P L +,− S combination turns out to be the best approach for evaluating matching queries, while the P L +,− C combination turns out to be the best approach for evaluating non-matching queries.
